EXTRUSION

Quality steps to achieve
extrusion excellence
THE NAME OF THE GAME
IS PRESS SPEED

he quality differences in the billets
become more apparent at higher
press speeds; they do not occur at
lower speed levels. Most extrusion
producers today are running their presses at
a speed that can be increased substantially.
To be able to press at high speed it is
important to discuss quality items upstream
of the press; all the way from the melt / remelt through filters, alloying equipment and
down through the casting table, quality control is important in each step. The next stage
to consider is the homogenising process. It is
here that the heating and cooling process set
the final properties of the log.

T

UNIFORM MELT
To maintain a uniform quality in the melt it
is essential to use good stirring equipment,
i.e. induction stirring. The melt needs to be
free from dirt, which can be
achieved by the gas purification
method.
Alloying equipment, together
with mechanical and gas filters are
also vital for optimising the melt
quality prior to the next step in the
process.
A modern casting table features hot
top technology and an air slip to
achieve a smooth surface on the
logs.
FLEXIBLE HOMOGENIZING
Today most people realise that the
continuous homogenising process
delivers a more even quality level
in production than the batch
process. The result is that the extrusion press can run at higher speed
compared to batch-homogenised
material.
A continuous homogeniser from a
leading supplier has been on the
market since the 70s. The oven
process is almost the same as it was
30 years ago – but a prominent
extrusion producer identified several limitations in the system and
asked IUT for a new design with
flexibility on different sizes and
alloys.
To begin with vital elements are
temperature control and temperature uniformity over the billet
length. The heat up speed has to be
controlled. To minimize over temperature on the billets in the heatup zone, the airflow is of cross-flow
type and controlled in two or more
steps. This technique with individual control makes it possible to run
different sizes, as well as different

Extrusion quality can be achieved in a profitable way through a whole chain of
events. Furnace specialist, IUT in Sweden, in co-operation with leading extrusion
producers has developed new flexible solutions for heat-treatment. George Berge*
discusses important quality steps for improving extrusion production and quality.

alloys with a minimum of production loss. It
also minimises deposit of material on the
walking beam saddles, which can result in
severe ring marks on the billets. This will
later show as a problem in the extrusion
press pick-ups, blisters etc. as air and dirt is
trapped in the press container.
HIGH-SPEED COOLING
Another very important aspect is the cooler.
The cooling speed should be high enough to
eliminate the content of particles in the
zone, i.e. it freezes the beta-phase. After the
cooling process the properties for the metal
are set, which makes it possible to press at a
higher press speed.

The Die heater is fully automated

BILLET HEATING
In the billet heating process, there are at
least two dominant procedures. The most
common is to heat the billet in a gas-heated
furnace followed by a “hot-shearer” to form
the billets. However, the billet can be
deformed at both ends, which brings air into
the container (this calls for burb-cycle). This
furnace can be combined with an induction
taper heater in advance of the press to
increase performance.
A more precise way to heat the billets is to
cut the material before the heater, and then
heat and taper using induction furnaces. In
comparison with the hot shearer this process
introduces as little dirt and air as possible
into the container.
The latest development in billet
heating is to use a hot saw instead
of a shearer for precise measurements.
ERROR-PROOF DIE HEATING
Full control of the die heating
process is another important factor in the process chain. The press
control and the die heater communicate with each other and the rest
of the die heating process is automatically handled. The press
operator simply does what the system indicates. The procedure
eliminates the majority of mistakes and the parameters are easily reproduced the next time the
die is run.
The bolster is also important. If
it is pre-heated to 300-350°C it
will not “suck heat” from the die
– and there are fewer billets to
remelt.
One die handling procedure
involves returning the complete
die stack to the die heater to be
used again in one or two days.
This enables short just-in-time
deliveries (it also eliminates costs
for cleaning etc.)
CONTAINER TEMPERATURE CONTROL
To maintain a constant temperature in the press container during
production requires close control
over heating, cooling and repeatability of the values each time it is
used.
BALANCED COOLING ON THE

No overhead cranes are required to load the ageing ovens
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EXTRUSION
RUN-OUT
Downstream of the press a modern run-out
and cooling table cools the extrusion in a
controlled manner, avoiding tension in the
extrusion. Following the sawing operation the
extrusions are automatically loaded into baskets with finger-staplers so each layer only
carries its own weight. The lower packing
density in the baskets calls for more ageing
oven capacity. Another type of carrier is the
rack system, which eliminates the spacers
but has an even lower packing density. This
calls for even more ageing oven capacity
than when loaded into baskets.

trolley provides all the flexibility needed.
Order-related production with a minimum of
work-in-progress or stock is possible to operate. The system can run different alloys, different sizes, and different lengths, in full production at the same time. The system has a
continuous flow, but with individual batch
heat-treatment. The concept is modular and
lends itself to easy extension and with the
IUT ageing system no overhead cranes are
required. The variety of possible layouts is
almost endless.
Few other ageing systems can provide all
these possibilities.

FLEXIBLE AGEING SYSTEMS
The IUT ageing system features doublecross airflow in the oven, which means that
the air passes the shortest possible way over
the extrusions. Thus, realising a low delta T
value and a very precise temperature control
in the metal results in shorter ageing cycles.
A tight temperature tolerance even during
the heat-up sequence is becoming a distinct
need today. For example, a major supplier in
the market is releasing an alloy that
demands a ±3°C tolerance during heat-up –
and with the double-cross airflow IUT can
achieve this.
All these quality-increasing steps
upstream demand more sophisticated ageing
systems with a high grade of automation and
flexibility. The new IUT ageing system with
elevated ovens and an automatic handling

EFFECTIVE PACKING
The last step in the quality chain is an effective packing department and quality control.
There are new packing tables available
where the packing personnel do not need to
walk to and fro to fetch packing material. It
is all there in the packing table. The extrusion baskets arrive automatically to the
packing table and return when emptied. By
this procedure existing installations show
that packing efficiency can be increased by
45%. An extensive quality control minimises
rejects from customers.

not consider the need for dynamic and orderrelated production.
IUT outlines the steps for attaining excellence in the extrusion production. The key to
achieve extrusion excellence is to embrace
the whole chain of events that the production
process comprises and work with continuous
improvements at every stage.

CONCLUSION
The chain of steps to increase quality of the
production of extrusions has been discussed.
The high standards, which are set today, will
not be met by using old technology that does
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The quality steps –
from melting to packing
– Uniform smelt
– Modern casting table
– Flexible homogenising
– High-speed cooling
– Billet heating
– Error proof die heating
– Temperature control on press container
– Balanced cooling on run-out
– Flexible ageing systems with precise
temperature control and a high grade of
automation
– Effective packing
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